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Embodying now is the resurrected
energy field of your Planet Earth. You are
experiencing with Earth this vast and
purified energy alignment. The basic
resolutions of this planetary field are
TRUTH. Eac h and ever y
one—including the tiniest flower—can
feel this Truth as a system of realized
government. This is the CHRIST
TRUTH: the Creative Power emerging.
It is the vibration of Unity and Presence.

For the time has come, my dear
one, when all of you will
experience Truth as God's
Creation on earth. And the
more you achieve this Truth
within yourself, the more the
energy from higher dimensions
can be absorbed and realized for
you as well as the planet.

You have been called to serve
the planet at her time of change
The whole Earth is shifting as the triune, into a glowing spiral of joyous
purposeful energy field of the “Son of Presence. This is a solar planet. A
God” becomes its reality. The Presence planet of God. As you step into
of the Son of God indicates unified being. this New World, be aware that
This is dimensionally your Christ Vibration, we have laws for the solar
the pure and loving essence of God the kingdom and great love for all.
Creator.
The spiraling energy field of the
planet is the Resurrection. This
Resurrection resembles a
spiraling energy sphere that has
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HEAVEN ON EARTH
AND
THE BAPTISM OF THE
HOLY SPIRIT
Living in the Resurrection
means a state of
harmlessness, of joy with
the Spirit, and it means

becoming a conscious
member of all that lives and
loves on this planet.
What has been labeled “new age”
has missed the mark. There has
been little to no attention paid to
a l l l i fe i n t e n d e d . T h e G o d
conscious individual knows that
all life is sacred and practices this
sacredness.
The human life is over as we have
known it. Reclothed in the
baptism of the Holy Spirit, a new
life emerges as Christed
intelligence. It is this Emergence
(the second coming of the
Christ), this energy field of
unconditional love, that is the
package for the true new age. It is
the Creator emerging as life intended.
All life.
The new solar age is one of
cooperation, unified Be-ing,
compassion for all life. It is the
ascension into one life, the life
that realizes itself as every living
thing. It is a life of plenty because
God is everything. And it (the
solar age) will be overshadowed
by The Christ until this age is
stabilized and reflecting only the
purity of being.
Divine Mind rules this New
World. The Mind that is in every
continued on page 3
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thing, every one, stone, snake, supreme
being. To begin to understand the new
Earth and the resurrected field of
which she has found herself, one must
release “self ” into the Oneness of All
Life.
You cannot practice divine love, the
unity of all life, and let animal suffering
continue. This is not possible.
Humanity, itself, must awaken to the
compassionate stirring of the Incoming
Christ. For far too long, human beings
have permitted animal suffering for
selfish reasons, be it for the pleasure of
food, for the insurance against disease,
or for entertainment. The willful
slaughter of terrified animals for food,
animal testing and personal enjoyment
(such as bullfighting, rodeos, hunting)
has contributed to wars and
unhappiness on earth. Contemplate
what humans have allowed in the name
of human dominion. All this will end as
the spiraling planetary force of the
Resurrection takes root.
We must learn a new way to live as solar
beings. There is no time left. The
curtain has lifted and the angelic forces
of light are servicing the planet with
light enforced by the Chr ist
Appearance.

The Christ Return
There is One Child.
I have born that Child of Me.
This is the new radiation
bequeathed from the station
of the Lord Thy God
into Planet Earth.

continued from page 2

Each and every one
will be touched by this
Great Sun.

Hurt no thing in its be-ing,
for I AM that.
2.

Love unconditionally:
No one is here to feed you or
save you. Each one is of the
light, in God keeping. Not
one is above or below
another. Each is a qualified
Son, a precious ray of the
undying Light. All life is
precious. You own nothing;
in this way nothing owns you.
You are part of a dynamic body
of Truth living and loving as I
AM.

3.

G o d ' s wo r l d i s t h e
Presence: Your conscious
awareness benefits the
whole. You are a conductor
of energy that dissolves the
differences that fear has
made. Know the Presence
alive in every atom and
molecule. Divide not but
enter the Christ whole.
God's world is now.

4.

Speak out: Where there
is forgetfulness, injustice, and
harmful actions on the part of
another. Call attention to
these things. You are not only
saving lives and helping your
planet but you are also
assisting those individuals to
ascend into the New World.
B e a b o u t t h e Fa t h e r ' s
business.

The Sun of Love.
And in this way
shall all come home to Me.
l
THE PLANETARY
COMMISSION
Such sorrow have the humans
brought to Earth! How blessed
our planet is! How glorious to
behold! Now, as the Great Sun
fondles her and embraces all life
upon her, know, dear ones, that
you too are embraced by My love
unconditionally.
But you must change your ways to
remain on the planet. She will
have it no other way.

These are the ways of My
World:
1.

Practice harmlessness:
Deliver no angry word nor
thought. Hurt no thing, be it
flower or stone or child. Life
is God. Do honor to this.
Strike no one down, but lift
each and everyone up to the
Sun. God cells are open to Be.

continued on page 4
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5.

Finally I would say to you:
Forgive and let go. Hold no one to
the baser life. See the goodness and
the God Presence within every
human being, within every life cell,
within all God's creation. And go
forward as a conscious unit of
Resurrection.

6.

We are the Earth: We are the
planet, we are the creation. The
Life Energy that is pouring into the
planet is for you also, as you take
your place in love and light with the
Planetary Intelligence. Live now
from the center of your heart
joyously and all life will live
joyously with you! We have begun
a new era. The planet has
graduated into the Sun.

This issuance from our Planetary
Commission will be posted in every
school, business and organization.
Truth will emerge as your system of
government, and all shall be well again
on Planet Earth. She will be at peace
and her children will be light, fathered
by the Infinite Sun.

THE SPIRALING ENERGY
FIELD I AM
The Planet does not want you if you
cannot behave. Listen to the CHRIST
VOICE and follow That. Betrothed to
the Light, be one with It. Walk as
Presence of God and join with your
neighbors: animal, mineral, plant, all,
in the community of One. Take not

one thought of harm into your
system. Serve no other but the
Living Truth. Break through the
lethargic state of selfcenteredness and selfish
pleasures. Be clothed in the Spirit
of Oneness where not one blessed
creature is harmed. Take a stand and
deliver up my creation. For the
time has come to rise into Sun
consciousness.
Ÿ You have a Voice that can be

heard. Be not fearful about
this. Be courageous in the
Spirit of God in you. Drink of
the Living Water and deny not
My Presence in anything. I
have come to be recognized
and honored in all life. I AM
the One sent.
Ÿ Eat now the fruits of the field.

You are to remember My
words to you from the
Beginning and reseed the
Earth with love. This is your
mission. Be about the Father's
business.
Ÿ This Spiral I have sent of Me is
My Word. I have given It to
Earth that she too might stand
in revelation as God's Sun.
Ÿ Rise with Ear th in her
contemplation of a New Life.
Be not forgetful but in
r e m e m b r a n c e . I h av e
remembered you.
Ÿ Lift your face to the Incoming
Sun. And join with others like
yourself in the rhythm of a

new life, loving all life the
same. Meet the Solar Flame
in yourself.
Ÿ This Spiraling Force Field I have
sent of Me is the rhythm of My
Word. It is much like a
tornado remolding not only
the Earth but all who choose
to remain with her.
Ÿ Be conscious of this new
rhythm for it is with you. And
is acting as a whirling vibration
catapulting all creation on
Earth into the Son of God, the
Melchizedek Word: the vital
Sun Consciousness.
LIVE FROM THE CENTER
A gate has opened. We are in the
midst of a SHIFT. This shift is
Ear th's shift into a higher
dimension. She will take all her
beloved creatures and creation
with her as she shifts. We, as
humans, are generously invited
into a NewWorld already conceived
by Mother Earth. It is a wonderfilled world, she tells us, of
kindness and unity with all life. A
world of compassion and everpresent companionship. Never
will we be alone. All expressions
of life will be with us: angelic,
animal, bird, fish, river, wind,
stone. We will network.
We will all walk together in a
place of fruitfulness. The false
continued on page 11
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There is a need to emphasize how God
provides for all His-Her Life expressions
through Himself. We have little to no
understanding of this as humanity.
Because God is love He must provide without
conditions. Only you can stop the flow of
constant supply as it is the desire of God
(Truth) to fulfill Himself as you. His
abundant nature is delivered to Himself in His
creation. It is the way of the present world to
reject this positive alignment. This in turn
causes immense suffering.
There is no karma in God's love. It is an
unconditional love without cause or effect. It
knows only Itself. As you can realize and attune
to this dimension of reality, all things come
together for good. There is no thought error;
for is not God in His-Her perfect love all that
is?
It is the Lord's will that you prosper in Him.
For this you have come.
The ruling Hierarchy has inserted karmic law
only to teach humanity the results of their
own actions. (There is no karmic law in Me.)
However, A NEW LAW IS BEING PUT
INTO PLACE. It is the Mother's love for all
Her creation. Be apprised of this as it has
begun its divine expression on earth.
We are loved increasingly as the vibrant
energy of light we truly are. We are loved by
the Mother of all creation and, knowing this,
receive what is given for the time is short.

The Truth About “Free Will”
Humanity has the power of choice. You can
believe or you can disbelieve. It is your
choice. What you choose becomes your way
of life. You are the creator of your own
destiny.
Free will allows you to consciously realize the Christ
Truth and its expression as your life. Free will

releases you from dogma, ancient rituals,
bondage and prisons of the human mind.
It allows you to accept the reality of Light
and Love as your world. It is a
consciousness acceptance that must be
made. Jesus asked his disciples, “Are you
for me or are you against me?” There is
no compromise in choice. You are
entirely responsible for the choices you
make.
Free will equals what you accept. It is
the basic freedom to choose the spiritual
identity and the world of light or the
illusions of mortality and ego-driven
mania.

embody My flesh and My bones; it will
vibrate My sound.
God is love and that love will now be felt as a
total immersion of the Mother Divine.

Sananda's Decree
Cleave not to the old. I have
delivered up My Proclamation
into the circuits.
Vibrating now only love - the full
circuitry of love: the Mother
Christ - the Earth shall be lifted
and the shadows fall away. I AM
releasing now the processing of
all negativity by love. All
thoughts and false patterns of
limitation, pover ty, disease,
death and the hypocrisy of a
punishing God and an exclusive
God will no longer be tolerated.

Your happiness depends on your choices,
doesn't it? If you choose to be with the
light (All-Consciousness God), you will
feel fulfilled and find peace in the
harmonic experience of Christ unity. We
were created to be responsible, to decide, to
walk with God.
A new generation is born of love.
For the time has come to feather
The Coming of the Mother into the fields my nest that the Christ might be
of expression releases old, false and born in all hearts, and love be
harmful patterns and collects the recognized as God Himself. You
children of God into a loving nest of will destroy the Earth without
forgiveness.
love. Therefore, I bring you love.
As much as you may wish to find a God of
Peace And The Planetary
punishment, a God of suffering, the
Prince
Mother will no longer permit that expression
April 1, 1999
to be worshipped. She reflects back to you
unconditional, nonjudgmental love. Let's be at peace within ourselves. And
Pure love in the golden sphere of when we find this peace, this nectar of
Sananda.
the gods, this grace of love, let us send it
And if there is anger in you, let it go. For forth into the tormented lands of this
nowhere can you find greater love than in Earth. Let us give the peace that passes
God'sWord.
all understanding to them. Let us know
the peace as the truth of life, the heart of
He who would seek Me will find Me as love.
God. Let us be that peace and walk in it
Love itself will clear the Earth of illusion; it
will cleanse the Earth and heal her; it will
continued on page 6
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and govern through it. Find your peace and
send it forth in the name of Sananda. It is
love.
Begin, begin to see the peace covering the
Earth. A quiet peace, a silent peace, a
Mother's peace for her only child. Let the
peace of God's world be upon this Earth. The
peace of God remembered. Let the solar mission
of the Divine Mother begin and great light
pour upon this planet, that all her cells are
touched with this light. Let the vibration of
this peace and light be cleansing Mother
Earth, soothing and whispering of the love
that we all have for her. Let the gratitude of
our hearts be felt, and let it be given through
our Holy Mother to this Earth. Let her know
how grateful we are, how appreciative for the
gifts that she has given us— bestowed upon
us. And realizing all is one in our Creator, let
us bless this Earth with the Mother's love.
A Christed planet rise! Be ye resurrected, oh my
planet Earth, into the light of Sananda, your
Planetary Prince. Behold the light, the quiet
peace, the joy of a new summer be envisioned
by us all. And let us know this peace within
us. Each heart must feel this peace and live in
it, that we not disturb our Earth in her own
rebirth into new life. Let us carry our peace,
attend to it and realize it in all ways that we
might be a brother, sister to every living thing,
all life intended. Let us not forget this peace,
the quiet heart, that we might be no longer a
burden upon this earth but a great gift of
Sunship. Let us serve our Father well as suns
of God and pour our peace with Mother to all
living things, all life, all creatures great and
small - that all might feel our peace: the quiet
heart, the peace of God, and the joy of Christ.
Let us draw together now as a peaceful planet
and not disturb the vibrations that are
growing ever stronger in this second coming.
The Mother's blessing is upon this planet. She
1
blesses all life. She gives her love. This is a
planet of peace, she says, and one with the
1

No negativity is contained within her.

continued from page 5
Father's plan. Let us nourish this thought
of the Divine Mother and carry it in our
hearts to unleash the peace through us
into all parts of this globe. And to the
four directions, let us say peace. If you
will be at peace, all life will be at peace
with you.
I AM the resurrection and the life and I send
My peace into the lands of Mother Earth, into
the hearts of all children, into the hearts of the
many. Be still and know that I AM God and so
let there be peace on earth. When you are at
peace, my brothers and sisters, all life is at
peace with you. Release this peace to planet
Earth. God's peace, be.
And still there is peace...
Perhaps one of the reasons we speak of
this peace that passes all understanding is
because, in many cases, it doesn't seem as
though there's any reason for peace. The
appearance may not look peaceful and
you may not be getting what you want:
the job that you think will make you
happy, the money that you would like to
feel comfortable in the bank. But still,
there is this peace. You may not know
where you're going to live from moment
to moment. How you're going to
survive from moment to moment
according to man's world and his rules.
And still there is this peace. It confounds the
mind of man, the mortal mind, because
it's the presence of God.
We are asked to stay in that secret
garden, that place of peace, under all
circumstances to be that peace. This will
have a tremendous influence on the
people that we meet, on the animals that
we greet, and on the current events of
our times. What we're saying in this
peace that passes all understanding - this
quiet heart - is: I know I am the resurrection
and the life. I know that there is one power
and one presence. I know I am with Christ and

all is well. And we walk this way and we
talk this way and we live this way. And
so peace grows from us and shines
through us and catches fire in all man's
hearts. We must come to this place
now, not tomorrow, where not one
thing ruffles us or disturbs us!
Sister Thedra would say, “No one shall
take my peace from me.” I used to
listen to her say that and I thought, no,
that's right, sister, no one is going to
take your peace from you. Because
when you stand in that peace you are a
man, a woman of the hour. You are a
true Christ initiate and man will feel it.
To send an angry diplomat into a world
of war is fruitless. But if there's no war
in you, we will see peace on earth.
So carry this peace with you like a
command in your center. Be vigilant in
this peace. Speak not, unless you carry
this peace and your tongue will serve
the Lord. Sananda has always asked and
expected a great deal, hasn't he? Love
them as I have loved you. Be the peace that
passes all understanding. Be the quiet heart
and so bring peace to earth as the guardian
angels you are. What a difference this
will make! Are you suns of Me? I want
oceans of peace distributed through your
heart.
Be peace. Go forth and be peace. Love them
as I have loved you. In Me you will find
peace. Nowhere else. Heed My call. And
again the call is to be fishers of men. The
turmoil of the world need not touch you if
you carry My peace within. The sanctuary is
within and My covenant is with you.

Easter Sunrise
April 4, 1999
Toss off your robes of mortality. Open
your arms wide to salute the Sun.
Receive the light of yourself, the
continued on page 7
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almighty Sun of God, for this is your true Self.
Let your Sun rise into your throat and speak
the Word of intelligence that all might feel and
know the Light.
Let the graduation begin as we, now, riding the
Bark of the Sun, descend into the very core of
planet Earth to feel her presence, to become
one with her as a stabilized unit of our Lord. Let
the light bring us to the place where God is
One in the core of Mother Earth. Now descend
with Me as rapidly as possible to stand with
her. Hear her heartbeat. Feel her pulsating
through with your feet upon the earth. Hear
her voice as she truly wakes up at this dawn of a
new day. This is the resurrection. Planet Earth,
awaken and be with Me.
I see her now with you, opening closed eyes
slowly, as though she has been asleep for a very
long time. I tell you to listen that you might
hear her voice. Slowly, gracefully and with
dignity, our lady of the Earth begins to awaken
and lo what do I see now?
First I see the children, little children, playing
in her heartbeat, rising with her Sun. And
look, I see the rabbits. They're right there with
the children in that circle of the light. And
look again. Is that a wolf? I think it is so, a baby
wolf, for everything is young, new growing in
the light. And the very breath of Mother
breathing upon her children. Oh she loves
them so! Look, that's a little twig. No it's not.
It's a tiny, tiny evergreen. Wow! And as our
Mother Earth heaves, awakens, breathes, her
very breath is like a cradle for all the young
ones. Listen to her voice now. It is the
resurrection. And all the plants, grasses, rivers,
the bays, oceans, winds, everything that is our
Mother, part of her, breathes new breath of
this, the resurrection.
But yes, we still abide with her. The very core
of her being, feel the warmth, fire. That's her
heart. That's her very life-center we have been
taken to. “Now drop your bodies mortal,” she
says, “for this is something very special you

continued from page 6
would see.” Yea, who sits upon this
throne? Right there at the core of planet
Earth, a golden throne it is. Is it not our
Planetary Logos? Yes. Wait. He has a
scroll. It's all rolled up in His hand. It's
Mother Earth's scroll, isn't it? Read it
now. He says, “I appoint you, brothers
and sisters of the light to guard this Earth.
Realize this. Walk with her. Resist not
her cold, her winds, her light. Walk with
her. As a planetary body abide and care
for her.”
Oh His voice is very deep, isn't it? So
strong with such great authority, he
pours upon us. His golden body reaches
out and gives us greater strength to do
what we must do in centering ourselves
as the light of the world. But let us put
our eyes once again upon the waking
Earth. We are still there, are we not, in
the very core of Mother Earth? Her eyes,
they are wide now, aren't they? And you
know what, I do believe that many
children were brought to her to make her
happy once again. All the little ones, they
all have been with her as she slowly
awakens to the new Earth, her new body,
resurrection. It took the children, didn't it,
to help her through this veil? Why not
appoint the children to carry this a bit
further so that she feels and knows her
very pulse beat is a part of them. Give
the children long rein on this. They speak
for Mother. She will be at rest with
them.
Breathe with her as you did once before.
Her cold becomes your cold, her light
your light. The warmth of her lamp
becomes the warmth of your soul. “You
will never go hungry,” she says. “Walk
with me.” Now, do you feel a slight
trembling upon the ground? Do you see
the light of Mother's awakening forging
through the earth, the ground upon
which you stand, the grass, the sand of
the beaches, everywhere light? Why

suddenly do I see the dolphins dance,
somersaulting in the air? Never have
they been so playful and so glad.
What is this that I am partaking of but
the joyous renewal of the Mother. The
planet is awakening to new song in her.
“Do not go back to your old ways,” she
says. Pull down the Sun, the new
dawning, into your heart. Let it rest
there for a moment and then burst
forth as the Sun with a great and joyous
song I AM! Listen to the light. Walk
with the God within and all will be well
with you, for the planet has awakened.
She shakes herself clear of thought
forms that have stood in her way of
being glad, happy and joyous, playful
with her children. We welcome planet
Ear th into our solar system of
government. We send new angels to
our planet that have been trained and
prepared in the solar schools of light.
We are now conscious of Earth's magic
and wish her well. We reach out as
brothers and sisters from the planets of
this system to say welcome, Mother
Earth, Gaia, welcome! And as you join
with us, with the light councils of this
solar system and beyond, Sananda
welcomes you also.
The Planetary Logos says, “Well done,
my people, well done. We are one
system now. We are one if you think
moment by moment that this is the
resurrection, a new dawning, that you
have a sister proclaiming herself
through your heart and mind, planet
Earth.” When you put on your clothes
of protection, remember she will
protect you. You are guardian angels
now and have no need of these clothes
for I AM with you, saith the Lord. And
surely, she is a part of your soul.
continued on page 11
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Creation of The New Circuitry
The Primary Gate
I find Myself in you and draw you up into Me.
I collect My own. The “fall of man” is not known to Me
for I have not fallen nor have you.
Excerpted from The GodSelf, page 20, verse 7.
Released energy of My Being reaches to the
soul that I, Myself, might become the soul of
you. I AM destined to be the functioning
spirit of yourself, the divine you. When this
happens all is embodied as one. There is no
separation nor can there be.
At the moment of REBIRTH in you I AM
alerted. A signal, a flash of fire, goes out into
the Universe I AM. I cannot answer UNTIL
THE REBIRTH OCCURS - thus sealing you
off from all butThat which is becoming.
I hold you in My radiation of fiery love to requalify Myself in you as the Son or CHRIST
CONSCIOUSNESS. This is My desire: to
become who you are.

passage, for it contains within its word
arrangement the gate or access point of the
new consciousness.
I find Myself in you and draw you
up into Me. I collect My own.
Suddenly, without warning, the energy
field of the God Center knows you! In
this energy awakening, a spiraling
dimension of reality seeks its own. What
has been a part from Me now becomes a
part of Me. The tremendous force and
desire of your Higher Self purges
everything in its wake, as It spirals with
great velocity into your energy vortex
(your “self ”) to transform every atom,
molecule and particle.

The Mighty I AM Presence is
Therefore, the moment you are realized in Me an enormous energy field of
(rebirth), I begin My descent into your energy God potential, seeking its
field where I begin transforming every
likeness that It might
particle into My reality of GodSelf.
complete Itself as Its own
creation.
My World Of Eternal One
The Science of Being
The natural laws of My rhythm will become a
part of your life. We will act as one being. You
can do that which I AM doing without
hesitation. There is no thought other than My
thought. We are truly bonded in a fulfilled
Creative Power of My Daughter's Breath. The
Daughter is the Key to your new life - and is
that not wonderful that you have become what
you are?
Please, now, refer to the selection from above
The GodSelf. Read carefully the sacred

Once you begin to awaken to your divine
field of Intelligence - the Christ within this Energy Consciousness, I speak of, is
alerted. This system of contact with
intelligent energy is ignited and vibrates Its
intent: to descend into your atomic
energy field - your conscious awareness and interpenetrate your thinking,
breathing, physical patterns. This
interpenetrating of Intelligence energy,
initiated directly from the Christ field or
dimension, is now taking place
throughout the planet.

The path of the descending God
Intelligence as radiant Energy of Light
and Love is through kundalini.
Breaking the threads of the Sleeping
Giant, the determined God Presence as
intelligent energy embodies Itself within
kundalini. It becomes kundalini itself.
Now the movement begins. The
Serpent begins to rise. The sweeping,
cleansing and purifying God Presence
as kundalini breaks the seals that have
divided Man from his/her Godhood.
My intention is to release the God in you to
live as you.
Each chakra or center is vitalized by the
Presence of Creative Intelligence.
Each chakra is opened to itself that it
may reveal the talents/gifts kept secret
for so long. With each opening comes
greater responsibility for the individual
who is awakening to power. In this
deepening process, what the individual
must realize is that the power belongs
to the Spiritual Man, the Spiritual
Consciousness, and cannot be used for
selfish means. An ultimate test for
anyone who takes this path to the
spheres of light!
As the GodSelf emerges through this
continued on page 9
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The Lost Is Found
transformation, the Melchizedek offspring of
continued from page 8
the Father within becomes the new Messiah, surrender to God, it is the God presence
the consciousness of Christ. Then Man and within you that answers. All that I have is
God are one (both in energy and in body). You yours in Me.
cannot imagine the joy in the heavens when
this happens!

A Remembrance

Man lives in love as a portion of the First Born:
a Creator Man of power thrusting himself into
the solar system, further into the regions of
the Spirit to continue the journey of light to
the furthermost realms of the Father within.

Abundant Life
When you return everything to God, the
abundant Life that is God shines forth. But if
you keep and try to possess even a small part
of that which you call your life, you will be
cheating yourself.
What you possess and hold onto can only outpicture in a limited, mortal expression.
However, what you give to God, be it your
family, your husband, wife, bank account,
body, mind, will express as the kingdom of
God!

(The University Papers number 85,
pages 5-6)
I want to again remind you that none of
you are who you think you are. You have
come from other star systems and other
places of light to harmonize this planet
and to help her to ascend into a whole
1
new system of Be-ing. What you bring,
as you begin to open and remember, is
the consciousness of the star systems
from whence you came. You bring to
planet Earth the conscious awareness of
who you are. And these things that you
remember, these divine flames of being,
these vibrations of wholistic energy pure
and sweet to our Earth, these laws of
living will be a part of a weaving of a
whole new system of government. A
whole new way. Your conscious accord
with this way will solidify it and anchor
it.

Please do not remain in the density of the
third dimension. You are needed elsewhere!
Learn to surrender everything into Be clothed with light now and universal
the Spirit of God, that the Spirit may love. And remember that you have come
expand on your vision, make true from other galaxies without shame.

your hopes, dissolve the difficulty,
amass your fortune, heal your
disagreements. There is a neverending blessing for you in God.
You are a unit of My perfection. When you

You are bound no longer. We have been
through this before. You are children of
the new life. You have come to do a work
for the Priesthood of Melchizedek and
this work is without division.
You are here to be agents of the Light, to

agree with the Love that is entering
your system and to align with It.
Essentially, you were brought here to
raise the planet.
You are here as stations of light to
receive this Incoming Love Degree
through your being, through your star
system. Because you already know My
Love for you, you will not oppose it.
You will accept it, and that is why you
are here. You will be My receptacles of
Divine Love, My love for all creation.
It (this Love, Solar Love) is impersonal
in its containment in you. So you will
allow it to pass through your cells to
reprogram your whole vibratory
system and raise you up that others can
see and benefit from this upliftment.
Love is, and it is being unleashed at a
tremendous rate on our planet Earth.
You are here because you, in your
awakening and in your agreeing, will be
receptive. You will allow yourself to
move through the spiraling re-creation
process that is taking place.2 In doing
this, you lift others.

The Coming Of The Fire
Dome
(continued, page 6)
Residing in "outer space" is a radiation,
a field of energy or conscious fire, that
when lowered and allowed to
penetrate will consume the Earth as we
have known it. This penetration by a
dome of fire is to be extended over the
human also that the dense radiation of
humanhood be removed forevermore.

1

The Breath takes it, that is what is going to happen. The fullVibration ofThe Christ (known Here, man, is My love. God stands with you
as the Entrance of The Christ) carrying Itself through all life will stir the trees as well as the in this hour.
human heart. This is the presence of The Master in Creative Energy flowing to you and to
me. We are the consciousness to perceive this at this time. Through our perception will
come a new world of vibratory form, a world of light and song.
2
continued on page 10
Your atomic field is changing.
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The Lost Is Found
continued from page 9

The Intent, The Will of the
Millennium
The Coming of God in Man3
Truth circuits entering our planet and
rooting themselves in the fertile ground of
the Annointed is the consciousness of the
New Millennium. The message for all is to
unite with the GodSelf and release the
mortal world. For that world is dissolving
and the ways (laws) of that world are no
longer valid. We are in the world of light and
the contact at all times must be there. See
that you are aligned with the God
Consciousness you are.

THE BODY IMMORTAL
(CD format)

Be a beacon of light. Dwell not on the unreal
for it is not lasting. Dwell on the I AM
presence as your Self, for this is lasting and
shall ever be.
Look not in your notebook for thoughts but
look to the Mind of God. I have some new
thoughts to give to you that go against the
grain of that which you have regarded as law
and as truth. Be ever attentive to MyWord.
And now, the third dimension will shatter to
a thousand pieces of glass and stone. Do not
try to piece together that which has been
shattered. I would have you take up the new
world in Me.

A meditation with Babaji. "Let us
release now the mortal form that
you might experience yourself the
glorious form I AM. Let Me take
form in you. Release and let go, that
your molecules may dance and be
free...Deliver yourself into the
higher spheres of light. And wake
up your centers to their full
capacity. Centers that you didn't
even know you had." 60 min.

You are not alone. I AM with you. And you
cannot fail nor can you fall, unless you look
The powerful Ray of Intelligence known as
back or down. Never do this. I have
4
the Mother Ray is helping you to ascend. shattered that which you would wish to
Let “your” world go as I AM becomes the have.
central vibration of your mind.
Have Me and not the world of mortal
making. Have Me that I might release you
Carry God in your body now.
into the light of God.
Walk with God.
You are not alone, though your world, as you
Consider God in all your life actions.
have known it, is no longer valid. It is gone.
Listen to God's Voice and follow its
I AM the world you seek. I AM the only http://shop.melchizedeklear
world available to you now. Place your hand ning.com/product.sc?produc
direction.
in Mine. We take the first steps together, tId=327&categoryId=28
Breathe the Breath.
into a world of light where I AM Solar Son.
Stand with God in all ways.
My peace is with you. And I speak as One
As you do these things, you are God.
who knows. I AM Sananda. My Word
remains
with you. Selah.
And I embrace you as the GodSelf.

The following message was
transcribed from the Spirit
On March 21, 1999, 4:00 pm, Tucson,
Arizona
3
4

Consciousness and Man are the same in the Melchizedek Order.
The Madonna Ray.
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RESURRECTION
continued from page 4

gospel taught in churches, homes and schools will dissolve:
the lie that tells us everything lives—all God's creation—lives
for human consumption and pleasure.
Is it any wonder human beings have felt loneliness, have cried
out for a friend? Is it any wonder human beings have been
anxious and afraid and have set gold up as their insurance
against this fear?
Our good medicine walks with us as the storm abates: the lion
sits with the lamb—always has, always will. What is the
medicine I speak of? It is wolf, tiger, pure river, every rock and
stone in its rightful place at peace in the body of God.
We are in the midst of Resurrection. The bend in the river has
been met. You can hear the Song of Resurrection if you listen.
That Song is sung by the animals right now...the birds. All
nature sings. It is a song of joining. And you, too, can sing and
step into the Circle of Life and come home to love.

THE CHRISTVOICE
What has been termed by this University as the Inner Voice is
recognized now as the Christ Voice. In other words, the term
Inner Voice has been changed by the Cosmic Hierarchy to
signify the evolutionary change.
The Christ Voice is the parent Flame within the heart of man.
It is the Authority without measure. And it is the governance
of not only this planet but the Universe.
We are delighted to announce through the Mother Office that
the Christ Voice has been solidified and stabilized on the
planet. It is the Creative Power (Divine Daughter or Mother
Spirit) that runs through this ChristVoice and reveals the word
made manifest. This ChristVoice is the Office ofThe Christ.

The Love Of
The Mother
continued from page 7
Walk carefully upon the planet Earth and discard your
clothing now. That which is given is a shield of light
much like the planet's new body. Be aware, and never
speak a word that can harm the Mother in any way. Walk
carefully in the planet, on the planet and you will have a
good friend, I promise you this. You will have a friend
indeed. How does she care for me, you say? If need be, a
raven will bring you the food that you need. If need be, a
lion's roar will give you comfort in a strange new place.
Listen, you have friends everywhere. The valley of
darkness is no more. But say upon yourself, I am trusted.
I am the light of the world. I am trusted. She is the light
of the world and I carry her brightly in my heart: a star of
a new universe, a Christos in the solar system. “Abide
with me,” she says, “and I will love you deeply and I will
care for you, even as you do care for my children of the
earth.”
The planet has arisen. It is a new day. For you, too, my
people, must know, take this job, this duty seriously, very
seriously for I have said my part. Now it is your turn. Be
that which you have come to be. And the resurrected
Earth will proclaim My Son, My Son, My loving and
wondrous Son I AM.
Peace upon you, beloved Earth. I feel the core of your
being. I will not forget you. I shall walk with you and lo,
I shall be a part of your holy peace, your joy and your
sacred Sun. Rise up and be resurrected!
Sananda has now moved into his sacred place as
Planetary Prince to rule as the resurrection. You, too, are a
part of this great mission of love and light. Keep the
promise you have made to Mother Earth and walk not in
fear but in joy. Surrender your body to the light.
Quietly, for there are those who are still sleeping and you
would not wish to disturb them, speak the Aum as you
stand with Mother Earth in the very core of her being. A
U M.... Shake off the mortal that you might walk as
light. Lift My planet into the Sun that she might be a Sun
herself.
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